
Turn More Browsers 
into Buyers.
32 E-COMMERCE WEBSITE  
OPTIMIZATION IDEAS TO TRY



Introduction In e-commerce, your product is your website. A poor performing 
website equals a poor performing business.

Each customer is unique and therefore deserves a unique  
experience. It’s imperative that the website experience is  
optimized and relevant for each and every visitor in order to 
compel them to stay on-site, keep clicking through, and  
ultimately take the desired action. When the experience isn’t 
personalized or falls short of meeting their needs, customers 
tend to go elsewhere — and you don’t want that.

That’s why we created this eBook.

Whether you’re just getting started with optimizing your  
e-commerce site, or you’re looking for new found inspiration, 
you’ll find something here for you.

This eBook shares 32 e-commerce website optimization ideas to  
help you maximize performance and drive the conversion metrics 
that matter most to growing revenue for your business, from 
increased average order value, to repeat purchases, to brand 
loyalty, to customer retention.

Happy optimizing!
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The goal of the homepage  
is to move visitors along  
the buyer journey. The best 
way to do this? Get them  
to click on a product or  
service they’re interested in 
right away. 

Test a smaller version of  
any above-the-fold image,  
to enable visitors to  
immediately see and click on 
your products below, without 
having to scroll or search.

Large Image

Small Image

Optimization Idea #1

Above-the-fold image
Test smaller images above-the-fold, so that other valuable content is immediately visible

Products are now  
visible above the fold
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With so many options of where  
to buy, you need to provide clear 
reasons why a customer should 
choose you over others. 

Test different messages in a  
site-wide benefits bar, to identify 
which messages or unique selling 
points (USPs) resonate most with 
your customers.

Optimization Idea #2

Benefits bar
Test different value  
propositions or  
unique selling points
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Optimization Idea #3

Interest-focused 
landing pages
Test continuity of your ad messaging  
through to your landing page

Compel visitors from paid ads to convert once they reach 
your site, by using the same imagery, keywords, phrases,  
and special offers from the ad. 

For example, a Facebook video ad features former World 
Chess Champion Garry Kasparov promoting a class on how 
to play chess. Clicking the ad opens a landing page where 
there’s an image of Garry showcasing the chess class.  
This offers a tailored experience that focuses on the  
visitor’s interest in chess, rather than the base landing  
page that doesn’t even include the chess class.

Base landing page Personalized landing page
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Optimization Idea #4

Image carousels
Experiment with static images vs. carousels

Carousels may enable you to fit a lot of images and 
messages into one space, but they’re not necessarily 
better at converting than a static image. 

The human eye reacts to movement,  
possibly distracting visitors from the CTA.

Too many messages equals no message 
and leads to the “clutter effect.”

They look like banners, which people  
ignore because they mistake them for 
ads, aka banner blindness.

Carousel Static

Test replacing your carousel with a simple, static image that has a strong statement or value proposition.

Why?
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Test subtly bringing the  
onboarding flow into the initial 
user journey, before the user 
has even signed up.

For example, Noom initiates 
onboarding on the home page 
with one click leading to a 
questionnaire. The answers 
to which help convince the 
visitor that Noom is right for 
them – but also works to fill 
out any potential profile  
information required to use 
the service itself.

Optimization Idea #5

Onboarding questions
Experiment with asking onboarding questions before a user has even signed up
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Studies have shown that customer 
testimonials and taglines with  
profanity are considered more  
believable and persuasive.  
The amygdala, which is the part 
of the brain closely connected to 
memory and association, lights up 
when a swear word is heard or read.

This test idea isn’t right for every 
brand. But if it’s something within 
the remit of your brand voice,  
then see how it works. Experiment 
with key messages or headlines 
using swear words, against those 
without, to determine whether 
swearing positively influences your  
customers in terms of recall,  
awareness, or purchase decisions.

Optimization Idea #6

Swear words
Experiment with the persuasiveness 
of swear words
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Optimization Idea #7

Belief bias
Test believable claims  
about your product

Belief bias is where you evaluate the strength of a claim on how much  
you believe or how plausible you feel it is based on your own worldview, 
rather than based on the evidence or a logical argument to support it. 
This effect tends to present itself in customer research when users say  
“it sounds too good to be true.” 

Conduct user research on your product and brand messaging, asking  
customers to rate how much they believe in different claims or  
statements you make. Based on the research, present more relatable 
claims and benefits that your customer base believe in, and then test  
different ways of messaging this to see what resonates.
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Do you guarantee users will save  
time using your product or service,  
or you’ll give them their money back? 
Or do you offer insurance, price 
matching, or something similar?

If so, test the wording and  
placement of these guarantees,  
at points of user hesitation in the 
journey. Consider testing different 
“seals” or badge-type graphics so 
users quickly perceive the message 
as being related to a guarantee  
or protection.

You could also test the creation  
of your own branded guarantee,  
helping to tie the certainty of  
success with your brand name,  
in the mind of your customers.

Optimization Idea #8

Guarantees
Make your customers  
feel safe and secure
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A visual tile format allows you 
to show a family of products 
more easily, e.g. color ranges 
for a specific model.

Tiles give a clear and 
easy-to-navigate path  
for your visitors to explore  
the products that are right  
for them.

Avoid adding too much written 
content to the page, which 
can turn off those who  
just want quick and clear  
information. If written content 
is important, test having  
it appear while hovering (on 
desktop) or pressing/tapping 
(on mobile).

Optimization Idea #9

Product displays
Test placing products into visual “tiles”
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Guide your visitor towards your conversion goal  
by providing suggestions, reminders, or prompts. 

Examples:
• Suggest similar offerings to what’s been  

viewed or purchased previously
• “Customers using product X have also  

found [benefit] by using product Z.”
• “It’s that time of year again! Don’t miss  

this season’s special offer.”
• Suggest up-sells for a product/service  

customers are interested in
• “Based on your interest in product X, we  

recommend these accessories.”
• Remind the customer of offerings they’ve  

viewed previously
• “Buy today: Only 8 of these remaining!”
• “Still curious about product X? We can answer 

any questions you have. Click to chat now.”

Optimization Idea #10

Product suggestions
Test features that show the items that are most relevant to the visitor
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Optimization Idea #11

A sense of 
scarcity
Test limited offers to accelerate  
purchase decisions

Scarcity is the concept that buyers perceive things that 
have less availability as more valuable. 

Test the impact of quantity-limited messaging on products 
or services, e.g. “only 3 items left.” Or, present offers at 
specific points in the user journey, e.g. “You have 1 hour to 
redeem this discount.”
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Optimization Idea #12

Product videos
Bring your products to life through video

Photos have their limitations when shopping online.  
You can’t hear the product nor see how it moves.

Test adding product videos to see if it encourages  
add-to-cart. If so, you can determine the value that videos 
may have on your bottom line, and whether it’s worth  
producing videos for all or just some of your products.
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Cross-selling will boost your average  
order size. Apple knows this and 
immediately after adding an iPad to 
your cart, it tries to cross-sell you 
an iPad case. The general rule of 
thumb for cross-selling is this: you 
should offer products or services 
which are at least 60% cheaper  
than the product the customer just 
added to their shopping cart.

Conduct analysis on your products 
or services to map out which  
products are relevant to one 
another and are in the ideal price 
range. Test the impact of these 
cross-sells on average order value.

Optimization Idea #13

Cross-sells
Test cross-sell features to drive  
up average order value
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Optimization Idea #14

Product  
comparison
Help your customer choose  
between multiple products

Help your buyers clearly see and select the right pricing 
plan or product for them, by testing a comparison table.

Test various criteria used in the table to determine  
which elements are most important to customers in the 
decision-making process. 

Highlighting the value and benefits of longer-term plans  
or higher-priced products can also drive up-sells and  
increase customer lifetime value.
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There’s a good chance that 
once your visitors have 
reached the check-out page, 
they have moved away from 
the “just browsing” phase and 
are seriously thinking about a 
purchase. Removing content 
that’s not directly related to 
the purchase process keeps 
visitors in a buying mindset 
and reduces the risk of  
them getting distracted and  
clicking away to other pages.

Optimization Idea #15

Closed check-out
Experiment with removing distractions from the check-out flow

Test removing  
top-level navigation  
or unnecessary footer  
info on check-out pages.
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Optimization Idea #16

Guest check-out
Make it as easy as possible to purchase  
by enabling a guest check-out option

If users currently have to register or create an account 
before purchasing, test a guest check-out to see what it 
does to your conversions. You can still “create an account” 
after purchase, based on a customer’s guest check-out  
information, e.g. they will enter their name and email  
address anyway. You can then generate a password and 
email it to them once they complete their order.
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Optimization Idea #17

Persistent shopping cart
Buyers inevitably comparison shop. A common behavior is that they add products to their 
cart, and then they return later after some consideration or further advertising touch 
points to convert. If upon their return they discover that the contents of the shopping cart 
have expired, they probably won’t start again from scratch because it’s too much hassle. 
If you see this behavior, test a persistent shopping cart and review the impact this has on 
purchase rates.

Optimization Idea #18

Cart abandonment messaging
If a user has failed to purchase but has items left in their cart (and you have a way to  
contact them), test a range of cart recovery promotions/reminders/added scarcity  
messaging via app notifications, emails, or website pop-ups and measure the impact it  
has on purchase completion.

Optimization Idea #19

Product recommendations
Test recommending products similar or related to the contents of the visitor’s shopping 
cart on cart pages themselves. It reaches the customer in a favorable psychological state, 
where they most likely already decided to make a purchase. Therefore, they’ll be more 
willing to say yes to further offers. Test this idea and measure the usage of the feature and 
compare the average order value of customers who see the test vs. those who don’t.

Shopping cart
Test different ways to optimize the shopping cart experience
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Optimization Idea #20

Personalized cart
Test adding personalized benefit messaging 
during the check-out process

Reaffirm that a product or service the user has selected 
is right for them, by incorporating personalized messages 
about the product they selected into the summary  
information/cart page.

Base site Personalized variation
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Many websites only show delivery  
estimates, or don’t show delivery  
pricing until the very last stage of the 
check-out process. 

Remove such unexpected surprises in  
the check-out process by revealing your 
fees earlier in the check-out flow, such 
as the add-to-cart stage. Use the visitor’s 
location to show the fee estimate, so that 
it’s personalized to the individual shopper.

Optimization Idea #21

Delivery fees
Test revealing the delivery fee  
earlier in the check-out process
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Charging for shipping is usually a conversion killer. Today, the majority 
of companies offer some form of free shipping, and pretty much every 
e-commerce site competes with Amazon Prime.

Free shipping
Experiment with offering free shipping and measure the value  
this adds to your business

Optimization Idea #22

Offer free shipping
If you’re not offering free shipping, figure out a way you can. Test the impact of offering 
free shipping to help you convince internal stakeholders of the value to the business.  
To do this, establish a baseline: compare conversion with and without a free shipping offer.

Optimization Idea #23

Free shipping thresholds
Test different free shipping thresholds: increase the minimum order value required for  
free shipping, and measure the improvement to your margins.

Optimization Idea #24

Shipping restrictions
Test different restrictions for free shipping: see what kind of improvements you’ll get by 
offering free shipping only on select products where it is profitable for you to do so.
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Optimization Idea #25

Menu offers
Test offering promotions in your menu

Test “special offers”, “deals”, or “sales” as categories 
within your mega menu. You could also test adding specific 
promotions within the menu itself. Test the impact adding 
such elements has on overall sales and order value.
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Test using icons or images for 
your navigation menu instead 
of it being text-based. 

Further, test menus that are 
intuitive and audience-centric 
by offering the exact  
categories or products  
that were recently viewed, 
recently searched for,  
or previously purchased.

Base site

Optimization Idea #26

Alternative menus
Test adding a recent category bar to improve findability

Variation
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Optimization Idea #27

Search bar
Test a sticky site-wide search bar

Using search data, session recordings, and user research, 
understand why and how often your search function is 
used on your website. 

Customers may want a shortcut to finding what they are 
looking for, rather than navigating around mega-menus, 
which takes time.

If you see search behavior is high, especially across a 
range of products, test making the search feature a 
site-wide and prominent element to help customers find 
what they are looking for more quickly, as opposed to the 
search bar only being shown on certain pages or hidden 
behind a search icon.

Think Amazon-style search bar – the center of it all. Review 
the impact on search usage and time to add items to cart.
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Interrupted journey
Test ways to salvage interrupted user journeys so  
that they don’t end in exits

Optimization Idea #28

Extended search
A “zero search results” or a 404 page can often mark the end of a  
customer’s session. If your site couldn’t display results for a query due 
to filters the customer had set up, consider setting the search function 
so the system offers to perform an additional search on the complete 
product catalog (by removing any filters), and show them the matches.

Optimization Idea #29

Search box
Test adding a search box on 404 pages to try to re-engage the user  
and send them back on their journey rather than exiting.

Optimization Idea #30

Product recommendations
For “zero search results” or 404 pages, test displaying personalized  
product recommendations with the aim of resuming the discovery 
thread that the error or no result query interrupted.
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Salvage more purchases  
before losing the visitor for 
good by tracking exit intent, 
e.g. when the visitor’s mouse 
goes off the page. When this 
behavior occurs, test a  
triggered pop-up offering  
a discount or special offer.  
This also means you can  
avoid offering discounts to  
all visitors.

Optimization Idea #31

Exit intent
Test triggered pop-ups when exit intent behavior is detected
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Optimization Idea #32

Loyalty programs
Measure the impact of loyalty programs 
through testing

A loyalty program might seem like a no-brainer, and,  
increasingly, companies are adopting them. But there’s  
a lot of time and money involved in setting up and  
running them. 

Before you invest, test the idea by offering the loyalty  
program information and sign up details to gauge the level 
of interest. You can also test offering different benefits  
of the loyalty program to discover which are the most  
persuasive, before you actually roll it out.
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